New brain. More power.

Modern and compact controller.

Qbox Plus modern and compact controller with an advanced feature that allows you to customize
the perfect autogas settings in almost every car.
Qbox Plus is based on the proven controller of STAG-4 and STAG-300. It is intended for vehicles
with 4-cylinder engines with indirect fuel injection.

Qbox Plus benefits
»auto-adaptation
»
OBD
»innovative
»
auto-adaptation ISA 3
»support
»
for CAN and K-LINE according with OBD2/EOBD

Dedicated for
automotive
The processor is designed and manufactured only
for use in automobiles, features many characteristics and flawless use.

»extended
»
options for reading OBD with auto error canceller
»overlap
»
when switching fuel

Security for
many years
The longest warranty of product under the STAG,
confirming the excellence of the controller.

Auto-Adaptation
OBD

Auto-Adaptation
ISA

Automatic OBD error
canceller

Universal controller with a choice of powerful
system auto-adaptation.

The innovative system
auto-adaptation ISA3

Auto-adaptation OBD
Auto-adaptation OBD guarantees gas injection,
exactly suited to the operating conditions and
engine load. Influence on the composition of the
mixture not only has information about the time of
injection of gasoline, but also the modification in
accordance with correction of current gasoline unit.

ISA 3 is an innovative approach to auto-adaptation,
which should be done after the actual time of gasoline injection with some OBD parameters.
ISA3 is:
»» dedicated map correction independent on the
injection time correction turns,
»» collection of accurate reference card petrol injection time, taking into account the temperature of
the engine,
»» recognition modes of closed and open loop in real
time,
»» view the oxygen sensor signal from OBD of the
vehicle.

CHECK

Automatic OBD
error canceller

Automatic OBD error canceller provides deletion of
selected OBD malfunctions, without the need of
connecting external devices.

The best installation
Based on the biggest technical knowledge
of constructors from the scientific Centre,
unit manufacturer specialized workshops
and experience in the installation of LPG.
The collection of perfect design complements the fact that STAG is 100% made by
the same manufacturer, starting with technical ideas, through research and testing,
finishing in the production, which relies on
high quality components, manufactured in
modern machine park.
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AC S.A. reserves the right to make changes to the information
herein. At the time of submitting to publication, the information
was valid.
According to the AC S.A.’s motto with regard to continuous improvement of products, the information herein may be subject to
change without prior notice.

